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A Room of One's Own
Animals are disappearing, vanishing, and dying out—not just in the physical sense
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of becoming extinct, but in the sense of being erased from our consciousness.
Increasingly, interactions with animals happen at a remove: mediated by nature
programs, books, and cartoons; framed by the enclosures of zoos and aquariums;
distanced by the museum cases that display lifeless bodies. In this thoughtprovoking book, Arran Stibbe takes us on a journey of discovery, revealing the
many ways in which language affects our relationships with animals and the
natural world. Animal-product industry manuals, school textbooks, ecological
reports, media coverage of environmental issues, and animal-rights polemics all
commonly portray animals as inanimate objects or passive victims. In his search
for an alternative to these negative forms of discourse, Stibbe turns to the
traditional culture of Japan. Within Zen philosophy, haiku poetry, and even
contemporary children’s animated films, animals appear as active agents, leading
their own lives for their own purposes, and of value in themselves.

Henry Hamilton
The first ten lies they tell you in high school. "Speak up for yourself--we want to
know what you have to say." From the first moment of her freshman year at
Merryweather High, Melinda knows this is a big fat lie, part of the nonsense of high
school. She is friendless, outcast, because she busted an end-of-summer party by
calling the cops, so now nobody will talk to her, let alone listen to her. As time
passes, she becomes increasingly isolated and practically stops talking altogether.
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Only her art class offers any solace, and it is through her work on an art project
that she is finally able to face what really happened at that terrible party: she was
raped by an upperclassman, a guy who still attends Merryweather and is still a
threat to her. Her healing process has just begun when she has another violent
encounter with him. But this time Melinda fights back, refuses to be silent, and
thereby achieves a measure of vindication. In Laurie Halse Anderson's powerful
novel, an utterly believable heroine with a bitterly ironic voice delivers a blow to
the hypocritical world of high school. She speaks for many a disenfranchised
teenager while demonstrating the importance of speaking up for oneself. Speak
was a 1999 National Book Award Finalist for Young People's Literature.

Room
Not Enough Room to Swing a Cat
More than twelve thousand famous quotations are featured in a reference volume
that includes items not only from literary and historical sources, but also from
popular culture, sports, computers, science, politics, law, and the social sciences.

The Cat Quiz Book
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Full-colour throughout, The Rough Guide to Norfolk & Suffolk is the ultimate travel
guide to two of England's most captivating regions. With 30 years experience and
our trademark 'tell it like it is' writing style, Rough Guides cover all the basics with
practical, on-the-ground details, as well as unmissable alternatives to the usual
must-see sights. At the top of your list and guaranteed to get you value for money,
each guide also reviews the best accommodation and restaurants in all price
brackets. We know there are times for saving, and times for splashing out. In The
Rough Guide to Norfolk & Suffolk: - Over 50 colour-coded maps featuring every
listing - Area-by-area chapter highlights - Top 5 boxes - Things not to miss section
Make the most of your trip with The Rough Guide to Norfolk & Suffolk

The Happiest Baby on the Block
A rich blend of historical and contemporary animal-related words and expressions
that add color to the English language.

Srpsko-engleski frazeološki rečnik
"Imagine a strategy memo forecasting cyberattacks by Russian hackers, trolls, and
bots designed to roil social discontent and damage the electoral prospects of a
major party US presidential nominee, or, if she winds up winning, to sabotage her
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ability to govern by seeding allegations of Democratic voter fraud. Guaranteed
payoff. No fingerprints. No keystroke record. No contrails in the cloud. To ensure
that Americans would believe that disparaging messages about her were made in
the US, use bitcoin to buy space and set up virtual private networks (VPNs) on
American servers. Distribute hacked content stolen from the accounts of her staff
and associates through an intermediary, WikiLeaks. Use identity theft, stolen Social
Security numbers, and appropriated IDs to circumvent Facebook and PayPal's
demand for actual names, birth dates, and addresses. On platforms such as
Instagram and Twitter, register under assumed names. Diffuse and amplify your
attack and advocacy through posts on Facebook, tweets and retweets on Twitter,
videos on YouTube, reporting and commentary on RT, blogging on Tumblr, news
sharing on Reddit, and viral memes and jokes on 9GAG. Add to the mix a video
game called Hilltendo in which a missile-straddling Clinton figure vaporizes
classified emails sought by the FBI. Employ "online agitators" and bots to upvote
posts from imposter websites such as BlackMattersUS.com to the top of such
subreddits as r/The_Donald and r/HillaryForPrison. Drive content to trend. To
maximize the impact of your handiwork, use data analytics and search-engine
maximization tools built into the social media platforms. To test and fuel doubts
about the security of US voter information, hack the election systems of states.
And, throughout the primary and general election season, insinuate the notion that
if Hillary Clinton were to win, she would have done so by rigging the election, an
outcome that would repay her assaults on the legitimacy of their leader's
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presidency with doubts about her own. Were she instead to lose, she would no
longer be a thistle in the toned torso of the hackers and trolls' boss's likely boss.
Every result but one produces desirable results for the Kremlin. Outcome one:
Clinton is off the international stage. Outcome two: she wins but can't govern
effectively. Outcome three: the former Secretary of State is elected and the
country simply moves on, but the sabotage nonetheless has magnified cultural
tensions and functioned as a pilot from which to birth later success - perhaps when
she runs for a second term. The only eventuality that damages the Russian
cybersoldiers and their commander-in-chief is the fourth in which, in real time, the
cyberattackers are unmasked by a vigilant intelligence community, condemned by
those in both major political parties and around the world, characterized by the
media as spies and saboteurs, the Russian messaging is blocked or labeled as
Russian propaganda, and, when included in media accounts, the stolen content is
relentlessly tied to its Russian origins and sources. None of that happened. Instead,
to the surprise of the Russian masterminds as well as both Hillary Clinton and
Donald Trump, he won the Electoral College and with it a four-year claim on 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue. Although countrywide she bested him by almost 2.9 million
votes, he unexpectedly captured an Electoral College majority by running the
table. By the end of the evening of November 8, Florida as well as Wisconsin,
Michigan, and Pennsylvania were in his column. The ways in which Russian hacking
and social media messaging altered the content of the electoral dialogue and
contributed to Donald Trump's victory are the subjects of this book. To begin my
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exploration, this overview chapter will highlight key findings of the US intelligence
community; preview my focus on the hackers and trolls and the synergies between
them; justify casting the Russian machinations as acts of cyberwar; outline ways in
which susceptibilities in our system of government and media structures magnified
their effects; and note five presuppositions that will shape my analysis of the
Russian trolls' work and one that will guide my study of the effects of the
hackers."--

Cloud Hunter
In this explosive debut thriller, a judge from the Louisiana bayou goes up against a
company on the verge of causing an ecological disaster. Cajun-born Jock Boucher
has overcome modest beginnings to assume the prestigious position of U.S.
District Judge for the Eastern District of Louisiana. One of his first cases on the
bench involves a scientist who has been hiding in mortal fear for more than twenty
years. The fugitive claims that another judge accepted bribes and helped a
relentless global energy company steal his intellectual property: a way to recover
energy from below the subsea bed that could end America’s dependence on
foreign oil. Boucher takes on the company and its powerful founder, risking not
only his judicial career but his life. He follows a trail of cryptic clues to the bottom
of the ocean, and soon finds himself the target of killers—and too far from the law
to ever return. Packed with suspense, science, politics, and murder, this fastPage 7/32
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paced, riveting thriller will have readers on the edge of their seats. Ice Fire is the
first in a series offered by this authentic new talent.

The Swing of Things
It's time you had a smooth, fluid swing like PGA Tour pros Golf tips and swing
advice can only take you so far. In order to truly correct a flawed swing, the causes
of the problems must be treated, not the symptoms. A bad swing doesn't always
mean that you're doing things wrong---it's just that your body isn't letting you do
things right. By understanding and changing your body you'll be able to correct
your mechanics naturally so you can take your game to the next level. With the
exact workouts used by some of the Tour's best golfers, as well as input and advice
straight from the players themselves, this revolutionary golf-fitness book
incorporates the latest in biomechanics research to fix swing flaws while
strengthening the body's core and improving strength and balance to help golfers
of all levels swing more like the pros. Beginning with assessments that determine
where a golfer's body is too tight, not strong enough or out of balance, Fix Your
Body, Fix Your Swing then provides specific, easy-to-follow exercises that correct
whatever problems or limitations were revealed in the assessments. Just three
twenty-minute workout sessions a week (only one hour a week!) will help anyone
become a better golfer with a healthier, stronger body.
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Swing It!
Beyond the Call of Duty: Heart-warming stories of canine
devotion and bravery
"Swing is richly rewardinga tight, poignant coming of age novel[that] will stay with
you long after you put this book down." –Sports Illustrated John Kostka is three feet
tall but larger than life, moving through the world on gloved hands and powerful
arms as if on a set of parallel bars. Henry Graham is a ten year-old boy whose
father has just left home for good. When the two meet at a downtown bus stop, all
they seem to have in common is their love of the 1971 Pittsburgh Pirates. But that
is enough to begin a life-long friendship that, eventually, enables both men to
confront old enemies and heal old wounds. Philip Beard's third and most
accomplished novel swings between two narratives the way John Kostka swings
through life. The result is a multifaceted meditation on childhood heroes, the
beauty of baseball and the power of love to heal a family in crisis. “Philip Beard’s
Swing is a novel to be savored.” –Sara Gruen, New York Times bestselling author of
Water for Elephants and Ape House “Philip Beard’s novel Swing is complex and
rich, and the characters feel fully made of flesh and blood as they make their way
through the pages It’s at once heartbreaking, uplifting and emotionally resonant. In
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a word, it’s beautiful."-Pittsburgh Magazine “Beard‘s characters are flawed but
inherently likeable, and he allows us to know them intimately, so their missteps
and misfortunes hit like a punch in the gut every time. Every character—the absent
father, the troubled sister, the mysterious wonder that is John Kostka—feels alive
due to Beard‘s skillfully simple prose and dialogue. …Philip Beard‘s other novels,
Lost in the Garden and Dear Zoe (named as one of Booklist’s Ten Best First Novels)
have garnered some attention, but with Swing, Beard has hit it out of the park.”
–Foreword Reviews "If your sensibilities allow for the careful blending of baseball
nostalgia and muscular literature, Swing is right there in your wheelhouse. Mr.
Beard’s richly formed characters each command the reader’s interest from the
quiet urgency in their evolving selves, but none is as unforgettable as John Kostka,
a legless veteran who swings himself on and off PAT buses with varying degrees of
success. That the story unfolds against the backdrop of the decidedly non-fiction
Pittsburgh Pirates of 1971 is not just a literary device for time and place. It’s a
launch point for Mr. Beard’s own subtle beauty-of-baseball treatise, and the beauty
here lies as much in the writing as in the game. The reader needs no special
affinity for either the team or even the sport to enjoy Swing. Still, in the game’s
most elemental terms, Mr. Beard’s swing here is just about perfect. In fact, he
crushes it." –The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette “In his wonderful follow-up to Dear Zoe,
Philip Beard takes his readers to unexpected places with emotions as true and
honest as ever. Gracefully shifting points-of-view and characters—from 1970’s
World Series Pittsburgh to the present— in prose that would make Richard Yates
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proud, Beard delivers a story of how we grow up, how we grow old, and how we
grow into people we both love and hate. In the World Series of the heart, Beard
takes the pennant, delivering grace to the reader in the same way his characters
dream of saving one another.” –Lori Jakiela, award-winning author of The Bridge to
Take When Things Get Serious “Narrator Henry Graham asks his writing students,
‘But what does it taste like?’ Philip Beard’s Swing is a novel to be savored.” –Sara
Gruen, New York Times bestselling author of Water for Elephants and Ape House
“Like Chad Harbaugh in The Art of Fielding, Philip Beard uses baseball as a lens to
view love and loss. Swing is a generous, heartfelt novel filled with imperfect
characters worth loving, and a valentine to Pittsburgh and the great Pirate teams
of Maz and Clemente.” –Stewart O’Nan, award-winning author of Faithful and Emily
Alone "Swing is the work of a superb storyteller, infused with keen observation, the
ache of nostalgia and deep emotion that is always earned. No one has better
captured so many significant stages of life or so beautifully combined them, and
Beard’s perfect balance between elegant phrasing and a driving narrative make
Swing a novel impossible to put down." –Tasha Alexander, New York Times
bestselling author of Death in the Floating City "Philip Beard's new book arrives as
a very rare achievement: a novel that feels truly and fully and enchantingly alive.
Damaged and wounded, yearning and adrift, often down but never entirely out, his
vivid characters come onstage as people we know—and they reveal themselves
ever more fully as we learn their stories, because Philip Beard is one writer who
never cuts corners or fails to go deep. A first-rate novel of second chances, Swing
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is one from the heart." –Jon Clinch, award-winning author of Finn and The Thief of
Auschwitz “An exquisite novel so real you watch it rather than read it. Masterful,
erotic and poignant, Swing is a movie waiting to happen.” –Tish Cohen, bestselling
author of Inside Out Girl and The Search Angel.

Swing
In the years before and after World War II, there were no bigger voices than those
of the Andrews Sisters. Maxene, LaVerne, and Patty charted more top ten Billboard
hits than Elvis or the Beatles and went on to become the top-selling female vocal
group of all time, selling approximately 100 million records. They recorded such
instant hits as "Beer Barrel Polka," "Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy," "Don't Fence Me
In," and "I Can Dream, Can't I?" They dominated the music scene for fifteen years
with some 600 recordings, appearances in seventeen films, cabaret performances,
and countless radio and television appearances. Swing It! is the first published
biography of this incredibly popular trio. The book includes many rarely published
photos and features extensive career data, including a detailed discography,
filmography, and listing of their radio and television appearances between 1938
and 1967. The Andrews Sisters had their big break with the 1937 release of the
Yiddish tune "Bei Mir Bist Du Schon (Means that You're Grand)," which sold
350,000 copies in one month and established the trio as successful recording
artists. The sisters are now probably best remembered for their work entertaining
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troops in World War II. They traveled across the U.S. and to Italy and Africa, and
their recording of "Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy" for the film Buck Privates became
synonymous with the war effort. Part of the reason for the success of the Andrews
Sisters was their ability to perform so many different types of music. They
repeatedly achieved major hits with melodies derived from many different
countries, becoming the first and most prominent artists of their time to bring
ethnic-influenced music to the forefront of America's hit parade. The Andrews
Sisters separated for two years in the 1950s as the strain of constantly living,
working, and playing together for over four decades took its toll. They reunited in
1956 and continued to perform together until LaVerne's death from cancer in
1967. The Andrews Sisters remain the most successful and enduring female vocal
group in the history of show business. Theirs are the voices that defined an era.

A Sea of Troubles
At Westish College, a small school on the shore of Lake Michigan, baseball star
Henry Skrimshander seems destined for big league stardom. But when a routine
throw goes disastrously off course, the fates of five people are upended. Henry's
fight against self-doubt threatens to ruin his future. College president Guert
Affenlight, a longtime bachelor, has fallen unexpectedly and helplessly in love.
Owen Dunne, Henry's gay roommate and teammate, becomes caught up in a
dangerous affair. Mike Schwartz, the Harpooners' team captain and Henry's best
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friend, realizes he has guided Henry's career at the expense of his own. And Pella
Affenlight, Guert's daughter, returns to Westish after escaping an ill-fated
marriage, determined to start a new life. As the season counts down to its climactic
final game, these five are forced to confront their deepest hopes, anxieties, and
secrets. In the process they forge new bonds, and help one another find their true
paths. Written with boundless intelligence and filled with the tenderness of youth,
The Art of Fielding is an expansive, warmhearted novel about ambition and its
limits, about family and friendship and love, and about commitment--to oneself
and to others.

The American Heritage Dictionary of Idioms
Customized for the Salem Volcanoes(Minor League Team in Salem Oregon)This
book gets rid of all the myths and misunderstandings of the baseball swing. For the
first time in 120 years of baseball, we now fully understand the swing from a
precise analytical perspective - - and here it is!There are two books: Book 1 (this
book) is the stand-alone manual written specifically (in baseball language) for fans,
ballplayers, and coaches of all levels, including Little League coaches and their
dads. It carefully walks you through the swing telling you what is happening, how,
and why. It's unlike anything you have ever seen in the baseball literature. You'll
be amazed. For FANS, certain chapters are written specifically for you, so you (1)
know what to watch for during a game; (2) how to classify batters into different
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styles; and (3) the final chapter describes the styles of different Home Run Kings
from Babe Ruth to Barry Bonds. You'll learn lots and enjoy the game that much
more.Book 2 is Technical Supplements, which are referenced in Book 1, with lots of
graphs and tables - - based on our computer model which exactly matches the
swing. Book 2 is for coaches, trainers, weight trainers, as well as teachers and
students of the swing. Perfect for a college course!

No Room to Swing a Cat
Ice Fire
A New York Times bestseller * Finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award for
Fiction * Longlisted for the Man Booker Prize An ambitious, exuberant new novel
moving from North West London to West Africa, from the multi-award-winning
author of White Teeth and On Beauty. Two brown girls dream of being
dancers—but only one, Tracey, has talent. The other has ideas: about rhythm and
time, about black bodies and black music, what constitutes a tribe, or makes a
person truly free. It's a close but complicated childhood friendship that ends
abruptly in their early twenties, never to be revisited, but never quite forgotten,
either. Tracey makes it to the chorus line but struggles with adult life, while her
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friend leaves the old neighborhood behind, traveling the world as an assistant to a
famous singer, Aimee, observing close up how the one percent live. But when
Aimee develops grand philanthropic ambitions, the story moves from London to
West Africa, where diaspora tourists travel back in time to find their roots, young
men risk their lives to escape into a different future, the women dance just like
Tracey—the same twists, the same shakes—and the origins of a profound
inequality are not a matter of distant history, but a present dance to the music of
time. Zadie Smith's new book, Grand Union, is on sale 10/8/2019.

Swing
From “all systems go” to “senior moment”—a comprehensive reference to
idiomatic English. The American Heritage® Dictionary of Idioms explores the
meanings and origins of idioms that may not make literal sense but play an
important role in the language—including phrasal verbs such as kick back,
proverbs such as too many cooks spoil the broth, interjections such as tough
beans, and figures of speech such as elephant in the room. With extensive
revisions that reflect new historical scholarship and changes in the English
language, this second edition defines over 10,000 idiomatic expressions in greater
detail than any other dictionary available today—a remarkable reference for those
studying the English language, or anyone who enjoys learning its many wonderful
quirks and expressions. “Invaluable as a teaching tool.” —School Library Journal
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Swing Time
Nine-year-old Josie's ill-tempered landlady refuses to allow her to practice her tapdancing and forbids her to keep a pet larger than a turtle, until Josie writes a letter
to the newspaper that changes everything. Original.

The Yale Book of Quotations
"What a wonderful book!" —Rose Carmichael, M.S., Educator What power swallows
men and ships on the alien world of Okeanos? Harald Owlglass and his crew of
misfits determine to find the answer. Danger is a certainty, death a probability, for
no one has ever returned from Okeanos, but the rewards are seductive and
ultimately more valuable than they dream. Join Owlglass and his crew for the
adventure of their lives…

Animals Erased
Two-time Edgar Award winner Rupert Holmes–author of the critically acclaimed
Where the Truth Lies and creator of the Tony Award—winning musical whodunit
The Mystery of Edwin Drood–now fuses gripping suspense and evocative music in
an innovative novel of intrigue set in 1940, during the very heart of the Big Band
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era. Jazz saxophonist and arranger Ray Sherwood, touring with the Jack Donovan
Orchestra, is haunted by personal tragedy. But when a beautiful and talented
Berkeley student named Gail Prentice seeks his help in orchestrating a highly
original composition called Swing Around the Sun, which is slated to premiere at
the Golden Gate Exposition on the newly created Treasure Island in San Francisco
Bay, Ray finds himself powerfully drawn to the beguiling coed. Within moments of
first setting eyes on her, Ray also witnesses a horrifying sight: a young woman
plunging to her death from the island’s emblematic Tower of the Sun. As the
captivated Ray learns more about Gail and her unusual family, he finds himself
trapped in a tightening coil of spiraling secrets– some personally devastating, all
dangerous and deadly– in which from moment to moment nothing is certain,
including Gail’s intentions toward him and her connection to the dead woman who
made such a grisly impact upon the stunning island. As events speed toward a
shocking climax, Ray must use all his physical daring and improvisational skills to
unlock an ominous puzzle whose sinister implications stretch far beyond anything
he could imagine.

Social Creatures
An inspiring and heart-warming short story of canine devotion and bravery.
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Dictionary of Animal Words and Phrases
Perfect for expecting parents who want to provide a soothing home for the newest
member of their family, The Happiest Baby on the Block, the national bestseller by
respected pediatrician and child development expert Dr. Harvey Karp, is a
revolutionary method for calming a crying infant and promoting healthy sleep from
day one. In perhaps the most important parenting book of the decade, Dr. Harvey
Karp reveals an extraordinary treasure sought by parents for centuries --an
automatic “off-switch” for their baby’s crying. No wonder pediatricians across the
country are praising him and thousands of Los Angeles parents, from working
moms to superstars like Madonna and Pierce Brosnan, have turned to him to learn
the secrets for making babies happy. Never again will parents have to stand by
helpless and frazzled while their poor baby cries and cries. Dr. Karp has found
there IS a remedy for colic. “I share with parents techniques known only to the
most gifted baby soothers throughout history …and I explain exactly how they
work.” In a innovative and thought-provoking reevaluation of early infancy, Dr.
Karp blends modern science and ancient wisdom to prove that newborns are not
fully ready for the world when they are born. Through his research and experience,
he has developed four basic principles that are crucial for understanding babies as
well as improving their sleep and soothing their senses: ·The Missing Fourth
Trimester: as odd as it may sound, one of the main reasons babies cry is because
they are born three months too soon. ·The Calming Reflex: the automatic reset
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switch to stop crying of any baby in the first few months of life. ·The 5 “S’s”: the
simple steps (swaddling, side/stomach position, shushing, swinging and sucking)
that trigger the calming reflex. For centuries, parents have tried these methods
only to fail because, as with a knee reflex, the calming reflex only works when it is
triggered in precisely the right way. Unlike other books that merely list these
techniques Dr. Karp teaches parents exactly how to do them, to guide cranky
infants to calm and easy babies to serenity in minutes…and help them sleep longer
too. ·The Cuddle Cure: the perfect mix the 5 “S’s” that can soothe even the most
colicky of infants. In the book, Dr. Karp also explains: What is colic? Why do most
babies get much more upset in the evening? How can a parent calm a baby--in
mere minutes? Can babies be spoiled? When should a parent of a crying baby call
the doctor? How can a parent get their baby to sleep a few hours longer? Even the
most loving moms and dads sometimes feel pushed to the breaking point by their
infant’s persistent cries. Coming to the rescue, however, Dr. Karp places in the
hands of parents, grandparents, and all childcare givers the tools they need to be
able to calm their babies almost as easily as…turning off a light. From the
Hardcover edition.

No Room for a Dog
A second collection of incredible and heart-warming canine stories from around the
world, from the bestselling author of The Dog That Saved My Life.
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Speak
Screw him and his perfect stats. Sinful smirk. Delicious body. Lincoln Landry
probably even has game-winning stamina. I'd like to screw her and her perfect ass.
Dangerous curves. Sweet smile. Danielle Ashley probably even has a gamechanging personality. There's no denying the chemistry between them. It's so fiery,
it's undeniable. They partake in it. Enjoy it. They really enjoy it. Attraction is not a
problem. Nor is their banter, relationship status, or habits. That's all fine. Perfect,
actually. The problem is as tangled up as their sheets. A lighthearted STANDALONE
romantic comedy from USA Today Bestselling author Adriana Locke.

Cyberwar
In October 1928 Virginia Woolf was asked to deliver speeches at Newnham and
Girton Colleges on the subject of ‘Women and Fiction’; she spoke about her
conviction that ‘a woman must have money and a room of her own if she is to
write fiction’. The following year, the two speeches were published as A Room of
One’s Own, and became one of the foremost feminist texts. Knitted into a polished
argument are several threads of great importance – women and learning, writing
and poverty – which helped to establish much of feminist thought on the
importance of education and money for women’s independence. In the same
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breath, Woolf brushes aside critics and sends out a call for solidarity and
independence – a call which sent ripples well into the next century. 'Brilliant
interweaving of personal experience, imaginative musing and political clarity' —
Kate Mosse, The Guardian 'Probably the most influential piece of non-fictional
writing by a woman in this century.' — Hermione Lee, The Financial Times

Appendix to the Journals of the House of Representatives of
New Zealand
"Somewhere between Tom Perrotta and Erica Jong lies The Swing of Things, a
charming, sexy, and surprisingly tender romp through the dark side of wish
fulfillment. I'll never look at the other playground parents the same way again."
--Marcus Sakey Told from the dual perspective of a husband and a wife, The Swing
of Things is a sexy, provocative, page-turning novel about a suburban couple who
wants out of their routine--but will they take things too far? Attorney Jayne Larsen
loves her stay-at-home husband. Eric is attentive and a great father to their
daughter. He's also unfailingly committed to their Wednesday date nights--but
things have gotten too predictable. Enter Theo and Mia Winters, the effortlessly
cool, attractive couple who are the center of everyone's attention. They are
blissfully happy and ready to share their secret for keeping things spicy. But there
are rules. And breaking them has consequences. As Jayne and Eric explore a more
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modern definition of marriage, they are forced to confront whether they've given
up too much in the pursuit of trying to have it all.

Swing
As the crow flies'', ''chunder'', ''cold enough to freeze the balls off a brass
monkey'', ''three sheets to the wind'' - many terms like these are used in everyday
English language conversation and writing. But how many landlubbers know that
they derive from naval slang or know what the phrase originally referred to? The
navy has helped to shape modern society. The navy is famous for its traditions,
quirks and nuances. It is disinctly different to wider society and nowhere is this
more evident than in language. The naval community once had its own language,
incomprehensible to anyone who was not a sailor, which described and explained
his unique world. But on shore leave these men introduced their language to the
populations of bustling ports and harbours and the usage slowly spread inland.
Today through the mediums of film, television and music, naval slang has been
brought to the wider public and has become fully integrated into the English
language to point where many phrases are used by people who have no concept of
their meaning. Presenting terminology thematically, this book provides a
compilation of naval slang throughout the world, from terms relating to shiphandling and seamanship through to food and drink, discipline and insults. The text
is further enhanced with original black line drawings that illustrate certain technical
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terms, such as ''splice the mainbrace''.

Not Enough Room to Swing a Cat
When tragedy strikes, can two young Amish people find the hope that lies on the
other side? Laura Riehl is no stranger to heartache. Less than a year after her
mother’s death, Laura finds herself burying another loved one: her best friend,
Savilla, who has died after a brief and sudden illness. Laura feels heartbroken and
alone, but her pain is nothing compared to that of Allen, the husband Savilla has
left behind. He now faces a life so different from the one he imagined—plus a baby
to care for on his own. When Laura offers to help Allen with baby Mollie, he jumps
at the opportunity until a permanent solution can be found. She’d do anything to
lend a hand to Allen and to honor her best friend’s memory. Rudy, Laura’s
boyfriend, is initially supportive of her plan, but the more time Laura spends with
Allen, the more jealous and frustrated Rudy seems to become. As Laura and Allen
face hardships together, their friendship takes a surprising yet comforting
turn—and she discovers an attraction she’s never felt with Rudy. Would falling for
Allen betray the people she cares about most, or would denying those feelings
betray her heart? This latest installment in the Amish Homestead series returns us
to Lancaster County, home of the beloved Riehls, where a family’s strength—and
advice from a new friend—may help Laura find God’s direction.
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Operator's Instructions for 40-ton Crane Crawler Mounted
Harnischfeger Corporation Model 5060, NSN 3810-01-145-8288
In more than thirty essays, Social Animals examines the role of animals in human
society. Collected from a wide range of periodicals and books, these important
works of scholarship examine such issues as how animal shelter workers view the
pets in their care, why some people hoard animals, animals and women who
experience domestic abuse, philosophical and feminist analyses of our moral
obligations toward animals, and many other topics.

Fix Your Body, Fix Your Swing
If you're Toussaint Moore, a private investigator from New York City, and a Negro,
framed in your own city for a white man's murder, you are going to find it tricky
sledding in a small Ohio town, close to the Kentucky border. But the small town
was where Moore felt he had to be, to try to find proof for the police that he was
innocent of the killing. Moore's problems had started in New York, when the
publicity woman from a television show called You-Detective! came to ask him to
shadow a man. The idea of the show was that the viewers were given information
about a wanted man, and the first viewer to find the man and report him to the
police won a reward. In short, it was a combination adventure and give-away show.
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Ed Lacy has written his most unusual story-a very exciting one, and one which
handles with exceptional insight a Negro's experiences in a large northern city and
a small, bordering-on-the-South town.

Friends and Family
Room to Swing
Set against the backdrop of decadence and corruption that came to symbolise the
excesses of the Celtic Tiger boom years, the story follows one loner's journey as he
tries to claw his way out of the gutter. Alone, broke, a jobless dreamer, he roams
the streets of Dublin in search of work, love and a way out of his own personal
misery. A twisted love story of longing, love and loss, full of black humour, dry wit
and biting social commentary, this honest and gritty novel brings the streets of
Dublin to life and offers a fascinating insight into what it was like to live in Ireland
during that insane era which preceded the collapse of the Irish economy.

Build Your Swing
As the crow flies'', ''chunder'', ''cold enough to freeze the balls off a brass
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monkey'', ''three sheets to the wind'' - many terms like these are used in everyday
English language conversation and writing. But how many landlubbers know that
they derive from naval slang or know what the phrase originally referred to? The
navy has helped to shape modern society. The navy is famous for its traditions,
quirks and nuances. It is disinctly different to wider society and nowhere is this
more evident than in language. The naval community once had its own language,
incomprehensible to anyone who was not a sailor, which described and explained
his unique world. But on shore leave these men introduced their language to the
populations of bustling ports and harbours and the usage slowly spread inland.
Today through the mediums of film, television and music, naval slang has been
brought to the wider public and has become fully integrated into the English
language to point where many phrases are used by people who have no concept of
their meaning. Presenting terminology thematically, this book provides a
compilation of naval slang throughout the world, from terms relating to shiphandling and seamanship through to food and drink, discipline and insults. The text
is further enhanced with original black line drawings that illustrate certain technical
terms, such as ''splice the mainbrace''.

The Art of Fielding
Jim McLean distills the essence of his fabulously successful method of golf
instruction by breaking down the various parts of the golf swing. He draws on an
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unparalleled wealth of golfing knowledge and experience, grown out of decades of
teaching all levels of players—pros and beginners alike—as a PGA Master
Instructor. Golf students and instructors serious about improving their game and
those who take courses through the #1-ranked Jim McLean Golf Schools will learn
how to achieve the best results on the golf course.

Bowling For Dummies
A Dog With A Destiny: Smoky
‘I wait for his boots to drop. They fall on Floor, one thump, two thumps, that’s how I
know he’s going to get into Bed with Ma now and make it squeak. I count the
squeaks because I’m excellent at numbers. I have to count, I can’t lose count, if I
lose count I don’t know what. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10’ Kidnapped as a teenage
girl, Ma has been locked inside a purpose built room in her captor’s garden for
seven years. Her five-year-old son, Jack, has no concept of the world outside and
happily exists inside Room with the help of Ma’s games and his vivid imagination
where objects like Rug, Lamp and TV are his only friends. But for Ma the time has
come to escape and face their biggest challenge to date: the world outside Room.
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As to Polo
AN ABC TV MOVIEImagine being a certified, summa cum laude graduate of
Spiritual SpecterUniversity, looking forward to your first job as a bona fide ghost,
only todiscover that through a computer error you have been assigned to a brandnewhouse in a modern subdivision. Not only is the place devoid of cobwebs
andcreaking doors, but it is occupied by Jean-Paul Landry, an absentmindedprofessor, his unflappable wife, their twelve noisy, rambunctious
childrenranging in age from fifteen down to less than one year, and a docile
dachshund.This is the perplexing predicament in which Henry Hamilton, a casualty
ofthe Civil War, finds himself in Henry Hamilton: Graduate Ghost .The normal,
everyday household confusion makes even his best attempts atfrightening the
family with chain rattling and the best spooklike moaning endin dismal failure. An
ordinary spirit might have given up on the spot; but,undaunted, Henry is
determined to try every trick necessary to prove himself.How Henry handles the
enormous challenge of haunting this uncooperative anddisbelieving family-and
what the Specter Inspector finds on his crucialmidsummer rounds-will surprise and
delight you. Children, adults, and everyonein between will identify with Henry's
frustration and delight in his ghostlyhijinks.

Room on the Porch Swing
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The fast and easy way to perfect your bowling game Bowling is an inexpensive
date, an affordable night out for the whole family, and a fun hangout activity for
kids of all ages. Bowling For Dummies reveals the tips, tricks, and rules of play for
this iconic American sport. While not every player can hope to bowl 300, you can
improve your average and show off for friends, family, and bowling league
teammates. Bowling For Dummies provides easy-to-understand instructions for
improving your bowling game. The expert tips and advice take you through every
step of the game, from selecting the right shoes to the proper way to yell, "Strike!"
Packed with photos and line drawings Step-by-step instructions and illustrations
included for all techniques Covers beginner through more advanced techniques
Whether you're a casual bowler or on a bowling league, the practical, friendly
advice in Bowling For Dummies will have you itching to hit the lanes to try out your
new skills.

Getting All of It
When Tommy complains to his mother that his room is so small there isn't even
room to swing a cat, she comes up with a solution

The Rough Guide to Norfolk & Suffolk
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Are you a cat lover? Have you observed cats’ behaviour at close hand? Do you
consider yourself to be knowledgeable about all things relating to our feline
friends? To find out just how much you know about cats, why not have a go at the
101 questions in this fun new quiz book. What is the oldest recorded age of a
current living cat? In what year was Andrew Lloyd Webber's musical Cats first
performed in London? What's the scientific name for the domestic cat? These are
just some of the fascinating facts that can be found in The Cat Quiz Book. Covering
a wide range of cat-related topics including famous cats, common expressions
involving cats, peculiarities of feline behaviour, TV and film cats, and a whole host
of catty trivia, this quiz book is certain to teach you something new about one of
the UK’s favourite pets. This is a must-have book for everyone who has ever owned
a cat and will appeal to anyone who is curious about the wonderful world of cats.
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